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SAC elections
Nominations open,
candidates square off
On Tuesday. nominations
opened for the four positions on the
student council. They will remain
open until the 25th and cam-
paigning will begin the following
day.
To qualify for nomination one
must be a regular member of the
union and acquire the signatures of
25 fellow students (or ap-
proximately one percent of the
student popula-tion.) on the
nomination forms which are
available in the SAC office.
It is still, too early to determine
what the number of candidates for
the various positions will be, but it
is hoped there will be a contest for
more of the offices than just
president, as was the case last
year.
There is good reason to hope
there will be several candidates to
choose from because SAC appears
to be headed for what could be a
very productive year in 1974-75.
The present administration has
put SAC on a solid financial base
once again and. there will be an
increase in operating funds next
year because of the increase in the
SACfee. This increase will provide
SAC with as much as $15,000 more
if enrolment is anywhere near the
established quota of 2,500.
. Several possible candidates
have been mentioned as con-
sidering running for one of the
positions. The only present SAC
executive who is returning is Mike
Strong, who is mentioned as a
presidential 'candidate. He has
served as VP University Affairs
and as Chairman of the Inter
Residence House Council. Phil
Poole, who contested the
presidency last year may make
another attempt. Jeff Seymour
who is a member of the Board of
Governors has been mentioned as
a possible candidate. Blair Mullin
has been mentioned frequently
around the Board of Publication
offices. When asked about the
possibility of running, the ad-
vertising manager would' only
reply, 'jNo comment." The final
possible candidate at this time is
SAC representative Dave Lowe.
He is best known for his loyal
support of the cheerleaders and
has all but openly stated he intends
to run for one of the vice
presidential positions.
Business students
hear task force report
Speaking to a crowd of over two
hundred, business student Bob
Knetchel expressed optimism over
negotiations now taking place
within the business department to,
increase student representation on
committees within the depart-
ment.
Knechtel made his address at an
open meeting of faculty and
students of the school of Business
and Economics, called to receive a
report from a task force formed
two weeks ago to investigate the
role and scope of student
representation .in the School.
Another task force member, Jane
Thomas, also told the body of the
progress that had been made so far
in the discussions with faculty.
Third member of the task force Ts
Dave McKinley, a fourth year
business student and also student
council president.
John Jenkins, Dean of the School
expressed his optimism about the
negotiations and noted the "open-
mindedness and mutual respect"
flowing out from both sides of the
discussions.
Knechtel then outlined the
mandate of the task force which
includes the negotiations' for
representation but also seeking the
best possible means of organizing
and motivating the student reps.
The committeerecommended that
Tamiae, the business school social
organization become both a social
and political organization.
Open discussion followed these
reports and questions showed
concern for the exact numbers of
students that would sit on the
committeesand on faculty council.
According to a Board of Governors
ruling of November 1971, there
must be at least two students on
contract renewal committees and
some representation on hiring
committees. Some students also
questioned what importance would
be given to students sitting on
these committees which in essence
is a desire to see student input be
meaningful rather than merely
being heard and then ignored.
Elections for student
representatives will be held in
early March and nominations have
been re-opened. The task force
hopes to have the entire matter of
the number of student reps
completed by that time along with
other matters.
Record co-op reopens
by Dave Gilchrist
Last Monday the record co-op
opened for business once again.
This term it will be under the
management of Gary Belanger, a
second year Business student. The
co-op manages about fifteen per-
centof therecord market here. It's
reopening will start the com-
petition for the record market at
WLU once again. For the first part
of this year the bookstore had a
clear field in the record business.
As many students have probably
noticed, records left over from last
term are being sold at reduced
great low prices. These records
must go to make way for a new
shipment arriving after reading
week. Prices are ten percent off of
what they were last term. Due to a
new supplier and the overall in-
crease in record prices, a few
cents have to be added to the
prices of the records in the new
shipment. However the increase is
not large, and the co-op's prices
remain much lower than the
bookstore's.
Another new feature this term
will be a greater selection. This
results from Student Council
giving the co-op more money to
increase it'sstock. Again this term
tickets for various concerts and
other functions at WLU will be sold
at the co-op.
Since it is a non-profit operation,
it's aim is to break even in sales
and provide a service to the
students of lower prices and
competition for the bookstore. If
you haven't been up to it yet, go
and see what they have to offer.
It's hours are 10-2 Monday to
Thursday, 10-12 on Friday.
Waldheim to
speak at convocation
Kurt Waldheim, secretary-
general of the United Nations, flies
to Canada May 19 to accept an
honorary doctor of laws degree
from Wilfrid Laurier University,
Waterloo.
The invitation to the
distinguished Austrian diplomat
was issued by Dr. Frank C Peters,
WLU President, through Senator
Paul Martin, chancellor of Wilfrid
Laurier University. Senator
Martin has served as chairman of
Canada's delegation to the U.N.
Mr. Waldheim, who returns to
New York directly after con-
vocation, will be the guest of the
university at the Chancellor's
luncheon at noon of convocation
day. The-luncheon, to be held on
campus, will, be attended by
representatives of the faculty,
administration and students.
Chancellor Martin will preside.
In addition to receiving a WLU
degree, Mr. Waldheim will ad-
dress the convocation to be held at
2:30 pm in the Kitchener Memorial
Auditorium, East Aye., Kitchener.
More than700 studentswill receive
degrees that day in arts, science,
business and economics, music,
social work and theology.
Mr. Waldheim, the chief
executive officer of the United
Nations, was born in Austria in
1918 and graduated from the
University of Vienna and the
Vienna Consular Academy. He
joined the Austrian diplomatic
service in 1945.
In 1955 he was appointed per-
manent observer for Austria to the
United Nations and later that year
he became head of. the Austrian
Mission when his country was
admitted to the U.N.
From 1956 to 1960 Mr. Waldheim
represented Austria in Canada,
first as minister plenipotentiary
and later as ambassador. He
returned to Austria in 1960 where
he headed the political department
(west) in theAustrian Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, later serving as
director-general for political af-
fairs until June, 1964.
Returning to the United Nations,
he served until 1968 as his coun-
try's permanent representative.
During that period he was
chairman of the committee on the
peaceful uses of outer space and in
1968 was elected president of the
first United Nations conference on
the exploration and peaceful uses
of outer space.
In 1970,after another term in the
Austrian foreign ministry, he
returned to the U.N. as Austrian
permanent representative, until
his appointment to the top U.N.
administrativepost on Jan. 1, 1972.
Since taking office, he has visited
40 countries including the five
permanent member nations of the
Security Council.
Guru Goo on campus
Maharoojoogoo made a brief and
somehow uneventful visit to WLU
on Friday last. Joogoo (or Goo, as
his followers call him) is a little
known ancient Equadorian mystic
and poker player.
He spoke under the stairs by
IEI, where he amazed a crowd of
six, including three members of
the football team, one lost visitor
and two drunks. He spoke of the
meaning of life and how one could
find it in the muffler and exhaust
systemof a '65 Chevy or up a tree.
When pressed to elaborate, Goo
said that he discovered this one
day while pumping gas in Spokane
and promptly set out to Equador to
build a following.
Goo's credibility has often been
challenged but he easily laid these
claims to rest by performing
several card tricks, standing on his
head, breaking peanut shells and
then culminating this scintillating
eveningof song and dance by doing
his most famous trick—the
revered Barf-backwards Boogie.
While his follower(s) and the
drunks chanted "Goo-Goo Goo-
Goo" he drank a concoction of
Coca-Cola, Onion soup, an egg,
Pepto Bismol, several cigarette
butts (Cliff Bilyea take note.) He
then downed the drink and im-
mediately threw up backwards, as
the mess hit the ceiling, his
follower(s) and the drunks broke
into the Boogie, screaming "Goo-
Goo, Gah-Gah, etc. ad infinitum."
Goo again performed the trick
outside where our photographer
caught him in the act. It was not,
however, as effective without the
mirrors.
To join Goo is simple, merely
give him all your money or your
children. Applications are
available from one of his
lollower(s), Warren Howard, in
the Board of Publications office.
Goo-Goo, Warren.
silly photo by Christopher
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LENCO
demonstrators
1 only L-78 turntable
1 only L-75 turntable
1 only B-55 turntable
1 only Lenco F.M. Stereo
no reasonable offer
refused on the
above items
ALSO
LES PAUL DELUXE
$555.00
GIBSON S.G. STANDARDS
$500.00
GIBSON 5.G.11
$440.00
GIBSON S.G. SPECIAL
$430.00
ALTEC 4188
15" SPEAKERS $106.00 ea
REPAIRS—RENTALS
MOTHERS
MUSIC
321 WEBER N. WAT.
Ph. 885-0470
TkGiftof£m.aVimmd
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"*■ i£km __V
is a diamond engagement ring set BOTH RINGS
with two tapered baguettes . DIAMOND SOLITAIRE <X OAA
$500 $250 *300
student Discount 151 King West,
\ on All Purchases ir/~i- f CRED,T i/« L /\ jewellers Kitchener /
\. The Store With the Personal Touch 744-4444 S
I CALL US\ WE DELIVER
| AT NO CHARGE \\yar westmount place <s_k pharmacy 578-8800 :
\ MON—SAT 9am-10 pm ]
C SUN and HOLIDAYS 11 am -9 pm <
PHOTOGRAPHERS
259 KING ST. W. KITCHENER
745-8637
" -_l-i __V'
_Br
NOTICE
FEBRUARY 22nd IS THE
LAST DAY YOU MAY
HAVE YOUR GRAD PHOTO
TAKEN FOR IT TO
AUTOMATICALLY APPEAR, IN YEARBOOK
The National News
Pollution programme
case comes to trial
Toronto (Varsity)
What may well one of
the landmark legal cases in
Canadian law begins this morning
as the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, the Globe and Mail,
and the Canadian Liberation
Movement (CLM) square off
against the Canada Metal Co. Ltd.
in what boils down to a censorship
hearing.
Technically the issue before the
court today is whether the three
groups violated a January 29 ex
parte injunction against the CBC
prohibiting broadcast of certain
sections of a special radio show on
lead pollution.
The hour-long documentary
presented on the "As It Happens"
radio show Tuesday, had sections
of the broadcast deleted following
the court action by the lead
company.
At issue was sections of the
program critical of Canada
Metals.
Those sections alleged the firm
had not done all they could to
relieve lead pollution and that
testimony in an earlier court ac-
tion involving Canada Metals was
misleading.
However the larger issue to be
wrangled out starting today is the
issue of prior restraint, a form of
press censorship which
historically has been one of the
battles the press in the western
world has had to fight periodically.
Prior restraint is simply a
government or private persons
preventing publishing or broad-
casting news material prior to the
release of the material to the
public.
In Canada, prior restraint is an
almost unknown quantity.
The lead company is seeking a
contempt of court citation against
the three organizations for
violation of last week's order, a
citation which could result in jail
terms.
It was 1965 when the last
reporter in Canada was cited for
contempt of court for a story, and
that was after the story was
released to the public.
Prior restraint, however, has
been fought by the press because it
in effect allows a person or
organization to be criticized in the
press to censor the press' com-
ments prior to publication.
The Canada Metals action is a
case in point.
The Globe ran a review of the
CBC radio show the morning
before the show was broadcast.
That story said, in part:
"A doctor whose evidence
helped get a court to allow a
smelter to stay in operation
despite apparent lead poisoning in
three nearby residents admits on
the program that evidence that
might have made her change her
stand was concealed from her."
That story prompted the legal
action against the CBC later that
day. x
The paragraph referred to a
legal action last year in which the
Ontario government tried un-
successfully to close Canada
Metals for alleged lead pollution.
The government's only expert
witness, Dr. Henrietta Sachs, was
the doctor referred to the in Globe
story and on the radio show.
The CLM is being brought into
the issue by describing Dr. Sachs
in a leaflet which read, in part:
"Dr. Henrietta Sachs, a so-
called expert from Chicago ad-
mitted she had made a mistake in
her early statements on Canada
Metal because the company had
witheld and distorted information.
Either Dr. Sachs had to admit the
Canada Metal Co. bribed her and
she lied or she was 'sucked in ' by
the sharpees at Canada Metal!"
Notwithstanding the deletion of
various sections of the radio show
in compliance with the ex parte
injunction, the CBC is still being
taken to court by the metal
company because of statements
still in the show.
One such statement was to the
effect the Canada Metal Co. could
"clean up" its plant from lead
pollution but did not try to. Another
dealt with what purported to be
unhealthy working conditions at
Canada Metals.
U of T: economics
vs the community
The University of Toronto will
eventually have+o decide between
economics and community sen-
timent in determining the fate of
residential property it owns on the
north west campus.
A unique and diversified com-
munity is developing in the area
bordered by Spadina, Washington,
Harbord and Huron St. The tenants
are now mobilizing in an attempt
to preserve their neighbourhood
which is owned by the university.
In an attempt to familiarize
members of the external affairs
committee of Governing Council
with the university's land holdings,
business officer Randy Grimes
conducted a tour of the area
Saturday morning.
Representatives of the Huron-
Sussex Ratepayers Association
were also present.
Grimes explained during the
tour how the university buys
available land in the area if the
price is considered reasonable.
A recent acquisition shown to the
group was- a $58,000 house on
Spadina Avenue which Grimes
admitted was too large for the
average family.
He said it would probably prove
most economical if managed ef-
ficiently as a boarding house.
Grimes said repairs for the
home which has been vacant for
one and a half years have been
estimated at a maximum cost of
$20,000.
The university has, during
recent years been making similar
acquisitions in the area, with an
eye to expansion after 1980.
With the cutbacks in government
expenditures and the decline in
student enrolment however, the
university now realizes it may
have to live with these properties
for a period of many years.
This, in essence, makes the
university a landlord. The
university has promised the
tenants that other than the Innis
College co-operative housing
program, no new construction is
planned for the area before 1980.
Tom Harper, president of the
Huron-Sussex Ratepayers
Association, said the tenants do not
want the university to sell the land
because intense commercial
development would be inevitable.
"University financing
must keep up
with inflation"
GUELPH , (CUP)—In a brief
presented to the Committee on
University Affairs last month the
Council of Ontario Universities
(COU) stated that the government
must review its university funding
policy.
COU claims that flexibility in
individual financing is needed for
the universities are saddled with
"an operating grants formula
which does not have adaptive
mechanisms for ensuring income
to meet ongoing costs and for
cushioning shocks of enrolment
shortfalls."
W.C. Winegard, Chairman of the
Council of Ontario Universities
and President of the University of
Guelph said that Ontario
universities cannot keep operating
at their present level of
educational quality unless
provincial funding keeps up with
the rate of inflation.
Refering to the basic income unit
(BIU), Winegard said that the
increase over the previous year
"had better be a heck of a lot
more" than the- five percent the
government had proposed. The
BIU is an amount of money which
each university receives per
student.The yearly increase in the
BIU has not been keeping up with
the rate of inflation.
"We simply cannot go on being
funded at less than inflationary
rates when very few parts of the
total economy are expected to get
by at less than the rates of in-
flation," he said.
But Winegard said that he did
not think the provincial govern-
ment was trying to de-emphasize
education as many of its critics
charged. "I think they (the
government) were saying the
educational budget, primary and
post-secondary, has been rising at
a very rapid rate. They were
guessing that the number of
students was not going to increase
substantially and they felt that this
was a good time to bring the whole
thing 'under control. I don't
believetheirpolicy has anything to
do with industry absorbing
graduates or the rate of return on
post-secondary educational in-
vestment..."
Admin adds faculty, buildings
Twenty-two additional faculty
members will be added to the 150-
-member faculty of Wilfrid Laurier
University when the fall term
begins. Undergraduate enrolment
will remain at about 2,400.
Dr. Frank C. Peters, president of
the university, said additional
financing received now that the
university is provincially assisted
makes it possible to increase
faculty size.
"We have always attempted to
build a good student-faculty
relationship at WLU by hiring
teachers truly interested in
teaching, and not just research,"
Dr. Peters said. "Now, we are able
to improve this situation still
further by adding substantially to
our faculty and thus improving the
faculty-student ratio."
Pending relaxation of the
provincial freeze on building
grants, the university will lease 12
portable classroom units, to be in
place this fall. Renovations to the
library building will see the
reserve room relocated to the
lower level, allowing extension of
the reference and technical ser-
vice areas on the ground floor.
To provide office space for the
growing faculty, about half the
space of one campus men's
residence, Macdonald House, will
be altered to provide 24 offices.
The university has also con-
firmed that the next two structures
to be built on campus will be a
music building and a professional
building for the School of
Business and Economics and the
Graduate School of Social Work.
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"A modicum of power to
some of the people some of
the time, as long as they can
prove they know how to use
it, but we're not promising
anything."
— an unnamed
department head
The Cord WeeHy is published by the
Student Board of Publications of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Editorial
Opinions are independent of the
University, Students Administrative
Council and the Board of
Publications. The Cord is a member
of the Canadian University Press co-
operative.
Stand up and
take a bow
Back when I was in first year, I learned in Politics 100 why the
civil service run this country. There were several reasons; ap-
pointment instead of election for a term, technical savoir faire,
full-time devotion to the task at hand, and the like. These factors
give the civil servant the dc facto power to slide anything past
the minister allegedly in charge of the department; indeed,
although the minister takes the responsibility for the per-
formance of the department, the senior civil servant is the one
who actually runs things.
Next year, according to the provisions of his contract,
President Peters will go on sabbatical. The person to take his
place will be Dr. Neal Tayler, who has risen to the dizzy heights
of Vice President Academic. Will this make any difference?
Probably not. As in the case of the cabinet minister, the work
of running the university has come to be delegated to a great
extent out of the hands of the president. The actual power in this
institution has come to rest to a large extent in the hands of the
Controller, Tamara Ciesbrecht. This has come to be for at least
two reasons, both connected with the prior non-provincial status
of the university.
First, the main preoccupation of the president of the
university has been the attainment of provincial status for WLU,
both by necessity (we needed the money) and choice (Peters was
touted as the "provincial status president", whose main mission
as president was not the running of a university, but the gaining
ofprovincial status). While it would unfair and untrue to say that
that the administration of the university was deficient as a result,
the major attention of Dr. Peters was given to jousting with
Toronto, not with dealing with the comparatively pedestrian
issues (ennui?) closer to home.
The second reason for the apparent pre-eminence of
Ciesbrecht is the inevitable, even as a provincial university,
need for very strict financial management of the university. Not
only does this affect the very obvious areas, such as the quality
of food services, settingof fee increases, and the like, but it also 'affects the academic sphere. The final say on hiring new facultycomes from the office of theController, and this means that the
student-faculty ratio is determined completely outside the
sphere of academia.
Note that both these effects are inevitable, and to suggest that'
Ciesbrecht has mismanaged the university affairs would be
foolish. The unfortunate thing is that it is not generally realized
how much of the university's business is conducted according to
the norms of Giesbrecht's profession. The most obvious example
is that of food: each "ancillary service" is budgeted to break
even. In times of inflation, particularly in the price of food,
buying commodities on a fixed budget is always a losing
proposition, unless (obviously) the amount purchased is
reduced. On the other hand, when one is faced with a bor-
derline-edible meal (pork again?) and knowing starvation is
being staved off only by dint of massive bread and ice cream
intake, these arguments are just not very satisfying. According to
the ethos of finance, the solution to the problem is obvious: cut
back on expenditure (food). According to the ethos of nutrition,
the solution is equally obvious: face the music, take a loss, and
up the fees next year. The financial side is well represented.
What about the "nutritionists"?
Aha, you say, what about the Food Services Committee?
Sorry, this wingless bird is an advisory committee to the An-
cillary Services committee, which reports to Ciesbrecht (if at
all). All that is necessary (and sufficient) is a No from the office
of the Controller and an idea, no matter how beneficial, bites the
dust Power is defined as having one's word necessary and
sufficient for action to happen (another gem from Politics 100).
In any case, if you want to talk to a person with real power in
this institution, try Giesbrecht. She's busy this time of year,
though, so don't hold your breath. Budget time, you know.
V —Tom Gamer j
letters
The Cord started the apathy myth. Right?
Dear Cord, (and to whomever it
may concern!)
I finally picked up our paper
again and decided to read it. The
last timeI had the stomach to read
it was back in September-October.
It seems that you people are ob-
sessed with the Dining Hall, SAC's
inadequacies and student apathy
to the extent that we pupil's who
were ignorant of apathy are
starting to feel its symptoms.
If you must work on the Cord you
should refrain from taking sides. I
don't know much about pushing a
newspaper, but I doknow that they
try to please their readers, not
offend them. For as long as I can
remember our students have been
labelled and stereotyped as being
apathetic. I'mwondering ifyou the
Cord, SAC and all committees,
sub-committees and sub-sub-
committees are forgetting that you
too are students and if anyone
should take any blame for being
apathetic it's you. If you would
come down to earth a bit and write
a little more about our campus it
might cure that part of apathy
which is a cover-up for your
inadequacy, namely clueing us in
on what's happening.
There has been littleheard from
the so-called apathetic students of
WLU, why? Is the Cord so ex-
perienced and all-knowing that
they can speak for all of us? You
can say that we will only attend
alcoholic get-togethers and
nothing else, well maybe we're
drowning all the garbage thrown
at us each day by non-apathetic
members of our , student com-
mittees. If this is to be our school
then we should feel happy to
contribute, you are our leaders, if
you will concentrate on leading us
away from apathy instead of
criticizing us maybe next year we
can be proud of our university
paper.
As for Winter Carnival, first you
make us money and student
conscious, then you hit us with
being apathetic, when are you
going to give us something we can
look forward to and then enjoy?
There is always that classic excuse
that weare a small university with
little funds. Well I think you should
structure your activities so that at
least there we get our moneys
worth not just "you" get our
money!
(Disappointed)
Julian Zinga
Dear Disappointed
Cord editorial policy does not
normally include replies to letters,
except in the case of direct
requests for information, but I
can't let this one slide by.
(1) For someone who hasn't read
the Cord since thebeginning of the
year, you seem surprisingly well
informed about our obsessions.
While we are thefirst to admit that
there have been inadequacies in
the news reporting in the
newspaper, we would be pleased to
know of any reason why we should
not give continuing coverage to the
ills of SAC, the food services
problem, and student apathy;
actually, we have printed almost
nothing on this last since our
barrage at the beginning of the
year. The'two other problems are
in areas which concern the
students on campus day in and day*
out, there have been developments
in these areas through the year,
and seat-of-the-pants impressions
indicate that students do in fact
care about these issues. What
other criterion do you suggest?
Better yet, what other type of
article about the campus would
you like to see? We don't print
gossip, though we did three years
ago, and we don't print stories
about everything that happens on
campus, because not everything
that happens on campus is news.
What would you write about a
Pub? A residence party? Neither
of these are news after the fact,
and this is not true, in general, of
the type of news that appears on
the front page of the Cord. As far
as this type of news is concerned
the Dining Hall, SAC, and the like,
are what's happening, baby.
(2)' "if anyone should take the
blame for apathy it's you." Good
luck. First of all, if we ourselves
were apathetic, we wouldn't be
working On the paper in the first
place. Second, if we didn't care
about apathy, we wouldn't keep
bludgeoning you with complaints
about it. Third, what is the dif-
ference between complaining
about apathy and leading you (sic)
out of it? I assume you would like
to see more promotion of BSA
events before the fact and reviews
(favourable only) of the same
after the fact. Good point, but
where does reporting stop and
where should BSA promotion
begin? Further, what is ac-
complished by reporting on events
that are long gone and will not be
duplicated? Kudos for the people
who worked on them? Perhaps.
Congratulations to those who at-
tended the events? Why?
(3) "There has been little heard
from the so-called apathetic
students of WLU, why?" If we
heard from them, we wouldn't call
them apathetic, right? Being part
of the Non-apathetic elite is as
easy as volunteering to work on
any student activity. You don't get
something for nothing; don't
complain about what the non-
apathetic students are doing if you
are not willing to contribute
yourself. If the paper isn't
something you can be proud of,
then where have you been all year,
Julian?
(4) "There is always the classic
excuse that we are a small
university with little funds (sic)"
The point is a classic because it
has been true for a long time. As
far as "us" getting your money is
concerned, rest assured that the
honouraria for positions in this
university are comfortably below
the norm for other universities
although why this is something to
be proud of is beyond me, although
I'm sure you see why.
To answer another point, I can
assure you that no BSA or any
other body on campus will ever
satisfy all of the people even once,
and as for pleasing most of the
people, this is largely hit and miss
unless preferences are clearly
articulated. You think we com-
plain without giving any con-
structivecriticism, but if you read
your own letter, I think you will
fail, as I have, in finding any
worthwhile suggestions. Your
suggestion that "we" (the Cord?)
should structure "our" activities
so that you get your moneys
worth, is no suggestion at all.
Yours truly,
Tom Garner
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Applications are being received for the positions of Editor in Chief, Managing Editor, Production Manager,
and Photo Editor, for the Cord Weekly in the next academic year. Applications in writing should be
submitted to Warren Howard, Board of Publications. All positions will be chosen by this year's staff.
For further information, contact Tom Garner or Dave Schultz.
Opinion and Comment
A voice from within
Inaction-action
It was announced recently in the
press that Canada will channel
funds" to African groups in
developing countries. Grants
amounting to 565 million dollars
will be disbursed this year,
compared to 437 million dollars
last year. The money will be
distributed by such wellknown and
reputable agencies as the In-
ternational Red Cross, the World
Council" of Churches and Oxfam.
The practice of giving aid (with or
without strings) to developing
countries is not new or unique.
Who could possibly disagree with
helping the less fortunate? It's
part of the noblesse oblige ideal,
isn't it?
Nevertheless, many traditional
supporters of the White Man's
Burden have become particular
about how we should shoulder the
load. Most noticeably this r has
taken place in the space of a few
months, which says something
about the unqualified nature of
their paternal benevolence.
The sudden change in attitude
follows Canada's decision to aid,
for the first time, national
liberation movements opposing
minority and racist regimes in
southern Africa. Increased funds
will also go to neighbouring
countries which provide base
camps for the freedom fighters.
This shift in foreign policy is
consistent with Canadian support
for a Commonwealth communique
at the August '73 conference. The
communique declared that the
participating leaders "were
agreed in their opposition to
apartheid and minority rule in
southern Africa" and "recognized
the legitimacy of the struggle to
win full human rights and self-
determination." Rousing words,
eh wot!
More practically the govern-
ment, with rare foresight, has
recognized the increasing vigor
and success with which the
struggle for liberation is
proceeding. Our External Affairs
Department, the hon. m. sharp at
its head, is as always striving
mightily to seat Canada firmly on
the fence. That way when the
crunch comes we can jump on
either side and say, "You see, we
werewith you all along!'' This tact
may seem somewhat unprincipled,
but who are we to judge? The
government must know what its
doing; it was elected, wasn't it?
For many good citizens, in-
cluding the lumpen liberals, even
middleof theroad foreign policy is
too far left. Better to maintain
good relations with Portugese
imperialists by not providing food
and medical aid for the natives
their mercenaries starve and
torture. Better to let the white
supremist regime in Rhodesia
maintain its oppressive hold over
the 95 per cent black population.
Better to ignore the system of
schools and aid centers the
liberation movements have built
up despite all'attempts to destroy
them. Better to ignore the unrest
and anger of the African peoples
evidenced by social ills at all
levels.
These mental blind spots are all
justified by' the premise that any
action will produce a reaction
more unacceptable than the status
quo, thereby making its main-
tenance a 'good' by default. Often
we forget that lack of action
produces results just as surely,
and more terrible because we have
ignored our responsibility to bring
about desired ends. In this case a
refusal to act in support of that
which we should value,
specifically the freedom of our
oppressed brothers, is an act of
oppression in itself. To have the
abilityand understandingrequired
to right a wrong, and not to act, is
immoral. .
Perhaps Canadian citizens
should not be judgedso harshly or
in such a general manner. It
sometimes seems that the element
of discernment required for moral
responsibility is lacking in our
populace, even though the contrast
between ideals and reality in our
world is as -sharp as fact and fic-
tion. Our educational and political
system has prepared us well to
rationalize within ourselves, lest
we attempt to change the external
reality and bring it into line with
our ideals. Where would we be
without the precious gift of double-
think to blur the inconsistencies.
We might read the paper some
morning and, without warning,
harsh facts would come crashing
in. No doubt we would succumb to
a severe case of terminal cognitive
dissonance, never to be deluded
again..
by Ken Pope
Right Thinking
End of an era
An end to an era came to pass
last week with the death of General
George Grivas in Cyprus. Grivas
was famous for his singleminded
nationalism which took the form"of
a long bitter struggle to join the
island of Cyprus with Greece.
Enosis was the watchword of the
life of George Grivas, a life spent
in hiding directing several vicious
campaigns of terrorism. Grivas
was born on the island of Cyprus
and educated in Greece. As an
army officer he fought the Turks
and later the Germans. After the
fall of the Kingdom oi Greece in
1941, he organized a terrorist
group called Organization X. This
small but ruthless band fought
more against the Greek Com-
munist Resistance bands than it
did against the Nazis. Grivas at-
tached his group to the British in
1944, an alliance which saved his
skin a number of times during the
Communist uprising of that year;
The politicians who came to power
in 1945 retired Grivas from the
army for his extremely rightist
views. A fanatical monarchist,
Grivas ran for Parliament on that
platform—and lost. Resigned to
his fa\e, Grivas retired and
dropped out of sight.
In 1952he found a cause to which
he could address himself. Cyprus
was an island with a population
composed of 80 percent Greek and
therest Turkish peoples. It was an
important staging area for the
Middle Eastern Empire of Great
Britain who ruled it. The Greeks of
the island had long dreamed of
enosis,and Grivas sought to bring
about this union with the
mainland. He found the perfect
ally in Archbishop Makarios and
the Greek Orthodox establishment
on the island. He persuaded the
churchmen to recruit young
Cypriots into EOKA, his
organization for enosis. In 1954,
with the reluctant acquiescence of
the Greek Prime Minister, Grivas
opened the classic example of
terroristicnationalist warfare. His
tightly disciplined little group
murdered scores of Cypriots who"
refused to support themand finally
turned on the British. The British
retaliated with oppressive but
ineffective countermeasures.
Their political countermeasures
were more effective however and
the support for the terrorists began
to dwindle. Makarios, the
respectable part of the enosis
leadership agreed to become
President of a separate Republic.
It can be presumed that Makarios
had a number of reasons for doing
this. The Turkish minority feared
enosis more than it feared in-
dependence. The British were
heartily sick of the whole situation
and, having liquidated most of the
Empire, had no further use for
Cyprus. Makarios being a chur-
chman probably regarded the
bloodshed which would follow a
British withdrawal leaving
Cypriots to their own devices as
too great a chance to take. There
was also Grivas and his fellow
fanatics who might conceivably
take power after enosis.
Grivas felt betrayed by his
former ally. Cyprus was tired of
violence, however, and EOKA was
broken up. The Turkish residents
of the island revolted in the early
'60sand a UN peacekeeping force
including Canadian soldiers was
sent to keep the warring sides
apart. The island settled back to an
uneasy truce, the Turks fearful of
the majority Greeks and the
Greeks dreaming of enosis but
shunning the consequences. Again
George Grivas appeared to be lost
in the mists of obscurity. v
In-1971 the master of terrorism
returned. Grivas took over the
leadership of various factions of
the enosis fanatics and organized
them into EOKA-B. Again the
assassinations and assassination
attempts (including several
directed at Makarios) whipped up
a turmoil. This time however it
was different, the violence was
unpopular among the Cypriots who
realized that the Turks would
never accept enosis. Even the
ruling junta on the Greek
mainland disapproved strongly of
a continuation on the part of
Grivas. Two weeks ago George
Grivas suffereda heart attack and
EOKA-B lost its leader. It is not
expected to survive Grivas by a
significant length of time.
What did George Grivas ac-
complish? He freed his native
island from British rule, it is true.
The legacy of violence which he
leaves has poisoned Cypriot
society far more than being a
colony did. Was he a great hero of
Greek nationalism? The Generals
who run Greece are nationalists
too, and it could be debated that
their contribution is less than
desirable. Greece has rather too
much nationalism at this time.
Perhaps the kindest thing which
can be said about Grivas is that he
was master of his craft, proving
that oneneedn't be a Communist to
conduct an immoral campaign of
murder and terror.Grivas, like the
Reds whose tactics he used, never
learned that the end can never
justify the means, because there
are no ends but only means. What
can be said on the death of George
Grivas but that there is one less
fanatic in this unhappy world?
by Robert K. Rooney
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I Ifs not just the Biggest |I It's the Tastiest!! " 1
| -WLU'S OWN PIZZA AND \\ SUBMARINE PLACE \\ 233 REGINA ST. NORTH \
I 745-3661 |
TIM HORTON DONUTS >
Home of the World's Greatest Coffee
ALSO
FRESH HOMEMADE PIES
TAKE ONE HOME
\ UNIVERSITY AND WEBER J
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Electronic Ltd
— QUALITY SERVICE —
REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES OF
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
If it has a plug -we fix it
ALSO
WE BUY & SELL NEW & USED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
37 KING N. WATERLOO 742-9451
**************** * * *'* ****************************<L
; AFTER A SHOW, BEFORE A GAME, OR BETWEEN CLASSES *I IN FACT ANY TIME AT ALL DROP IN TO ■»
i THE PIZZAfIIAn
: WESTMOUNT PLACE Shopping plaza :
« nU/\|L|C *TA A "fQ7*l FOR THE BEST PIZZA AND SUBS IN TOWN " *
* 10 PER CENT STUDENT DISCOUNT AND FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY OVER $3.00 1
￿ ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿*￿￿￿ **********￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿**￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ *j* * **Applications for the positions of
HEAD RESIDENT
LITTLE HOUSE
MacDONALD HOUSE
and
ASSISTANT
HEAD RESIDENT
CONRAD HALL
will now be accepted.
Apply in writing stating
qualifications and areas of experience
Director of Residence Halls
Student Services Centre
W.L.U.
An Important Message
to all Grads
This year the Directors of the Board of Publications have chosen the Forde
Studio of Kitchener as grad photographers. Having your photo done at Forde's
means that your picture will automatically appear in the yearbook as well as the
composite. However, to take advantage of this, you must have your sitting before
Friday February 22,1974. Call the studio at 745-8637 for an appointment.
Marilyn Allen is acting Grad Photo Co-ordinator, so if you have any questions or
problems, please leave your name and phone number in her box at the Board of
Publications office m the Student Union Building.
Your Student and Youth Fare Headquarters
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| UNTIL FEB. 16 ji
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|| FROM 5 PM—MIDNIGHT |
|j STEAK DINNER FOR $1.99 !
j! C BRAND NEW MANAGEMENT \ J]
j1! V GRAND NEW QUART-SIZE BOTTLES 7 j|
A book review reprinted from the Varsity
Forgettable facts about Canadian Literature
The Supplement to the Oxford
Companion to Canadian History
and Liter-Hire.
cd. William Toye
Oxford University Press
$9.50
This is from Jdhn Glassco's Memoirs ot
Montpamasse.
"Who is your greatest Canadian poet?'
he asked politely.
" 'Do you mean in French or English?'
" 'Why, do you have both?' He seemed
delighted. "But of course, you have the de-
partement of Quebec. Well, then, who.is
the greatest poet of Quebec?'
" 'In thepast years you have
a choice between Morin the Canadian
Gutier and Choquette, the Canadian
Hugo, and Nelligan, the Canadian
Verlaine.'
" 'Then there is no Quebec poet in
himself?'
" None that I know of.'
" 'What about your English Canadian
poets?'
"We have Lampman, the Canadian
Keats, and Carman, the Canadian Swin-
burne. We also have Smith, who is
sometimes hailed as the Canadian Yeats
but whom I prefer to all of them.'
* " 'May I ask if you yourself are already
the Canadian avatar of someone else, and
if so of whom?'
" 'So far I have not donned any mantle
at all, but it was not easy. This is probably
why I embraced surrealisni.'
" 'I can understand, it was a way out.' "
At least, Canadians are finally beyond
that particular provincialism.
Or are they?
The entry about Dennis Lee in the
Supplement to the Oxford Companion to
Canadian History and Literature says:
"In this cultural concern he is a sort of
Matthew Arnold, unbearably conscious of
our discontinuity with the past, of our loss
of .faith in God and in human values and
institutions."
His poems "in which images of aliena-
tion, absence, loss and disinheritance
abound have some of the ratiocination
and anger of John Donne's sonnets, which
they resemble in a number of ways.... At
times his manner and matter remind one
of Pound's Cantos."
Arnold. Donne. Pound. Yes. But how
many people have ever heard of Dennis
Lee?
Nothing is quite so damning as too
much praise.
The leading essay in the issue of
theTimes Literary Supplement devoted to
Canadian literature last fall (Oct. 26) is en-
titled "Canada's Elizabethan age?"
Written by Ronald Sutherland, the arti-
cle proclaims that "in terms of.dynamic
activity, excitement, experimentation,
even spirit of discovery and chauvinistic
pride, Canadian writing is now going
through what might best be described, as
its 'Elizabethan' period. Whether or not
a Shakespeare or a Ben Jonson will sur-
face from the current whirl of soul-
searching and literary outpouring still
remains to be seen."
CA number of English Canadian novelists
associated with a particular university,
though not jostling, are certainly queuing
up to do the honors.)
Another essay in the TLS special issue
quotes a question Malcom Lowry posed to
his parents when he first went to British
Columbia in 1939: "Who knows but that)
might not become a Canadian Ibsen or
Dostoievsky? They certainly need one.
They haven't got any writers at all: they ail
become Americans if they do well."
Canadians will always interpret Cana-
dian literature in terms of other literatures.
And more and more so.
Do not be fooled; People are not
reading Canadian literatureany more than
they used to. They are quite simply
reading more about it.
That's progress?
No.
No, it's not.
But it has definitely given rise to a dis-
tinct publishing trend.
Never is so much being said by so many
about so few.
The • Companion to Canadian History
and Literature was published in 1967.
This Supplement deals with works of
Canadian literature and historiography
published between the beginning of 1967
and the end of 1972.
Quick. Name more than 10 such works.
The supplement is useful if you want to
know writers' middle names: Margaret
Eleanor Atwood, Pierre Francis dc
Morigny Berton, Herman Northrope Frye,
Douglas Valentine LePan, Alfred
Wellington Purdy. s
No doubt it is a readily available source
of information for obituaries.
The entry on John Robert Colombowho
seems more and more to be becoming the
Canadian Truman Capote (it's catching!)
notes that he "has edited numerous
books, beginning with the Varsity Chap
book (1959), which contained some of his
own poetry together with the poetry of
other students at the University of Toron-
to."
It is surprising to note really how
many English Canadian writers have been
at the U ot T at some stage of their educa-
tion. /
Surprising too to note how many writers
and'historians are Rhodes scholars who
came back.
And there are interesting tit-bits of in-
formation.
The entry on Milton Acorn explains
why he is called the "People's Poet":
"When the Governor's General's
Awards were announced in 1971 and I've
tasted my blood failed to win, a group of
Toronto poets gave a party for Acorn at
Grossman's Tavern, awarded him "The
Canadian Poetry Award 1970" and dubb-
ed him "The People's Poet."
I'd always wondered. Nevertheless Ido
not know why this book was published. Or
rather I see no truly pressing reasons why
it should have been published.
The book is already in parts out of date.
Margaret. Atwood "is on the board of
directors of the House of, Ananai Press;"
"In 1973 Austin Clarke was appointed to
the Metropolitan Toronto Library Board;"
"Harold Sonny Ladoo, a twenty-seven-year
old native of Trinidad now living in T0r0n-
t0....."
The out of date information can be cor-
rected. Of coursS. -But what is involved
here then is a committment to an endless
series of supplements.
But is this what Canadian literature
needs?
How often is a supplement to the Com-
panion to English Literature issued?
The book implies that the chief value of
Canadian literature is its contemporaneity
and as well as exalting the Canadian
writer it exalts the Canadian reviewer.
Yet the book also implies that the
reviewers are not doing their job very well.
But does it do a better job?
Norah Storey's reviews especially are
unfailing uncritical.
George Woodcock says of Kildare
Dobbs that he wrote a "somewhat lyrical
travel book" on Canada.
Cutting, cutting. And it is, in the context
of the other entries.
Sutherland comments on the impor-
tance of Canadian litearature as a clue to
the present:
"Whatever happens in the future, com-
ing togripswith the ideas which-will shape
the nation's very destiny that is what con-
temporary Canadian literature is all
about....
"In fact, a common characteristic of
contemporary manifestations of
nationalism in Canada is rejection of the
past as a controlling force. Sometimes it
leads to devaluation of non-Canadian
antecedents, to distaste for premeditated
'internationalism. One younger critic
recently went so far as to pin 'Uncle Tom'
lables on Professor Frye ('our leading mv-
v ternationalist critic'), E. J. Pratt, ('our
foremost colonialist poet'), arid Mr. Richler
('the most accomplished Canadian writer
of British novels in our generationl)".
There is something neurotic about this—they seem to feel that if there is ever going
to be a Canadian literature it will have to
be now.
For tomorrow we will all be Americans.
Do they know something we don't?
But is the present the best judge of the
present? By the hesitancy of the con-
tributors to the Supplement to actually
judge I think not.
And praise, continued praise, begins to
pall. Either we have to treat literature as
literature and judge, or we have to realize
that we are not dealing with literature at all
but with journalism, anjj political treatises
and sociological works (But then we have
to judge these political treatises as
political treatises,...)
1967, granted, was Canada's year.
"But this is 1974.
And 1974, what with the recent awar-
ding of the Nobel prize for literature to
Patrick White and the even more recent
opening of the Sydney Opera House,
seems to be Australia's year.
You read what's being written about
Australia now and you remember what
has been written about Canada and I tell
you it's enough to make you wonder
whether you can believe what you read.
Just which country is it that is the hope
of the future? Tell me again.
Choir to present
'Home concert'
by Pauline Durichen
The highlight of each season for
the University Choir is its annual
tour and the "Home Concert"
which follows. For the past several
years, the Choir has taken a varied
and appealing repertoire to many
different centres in both Canada
and the United States, and this,
year is no exception. Despite the
backlog of academic work that
most students have to cope with at
thrs time of year, most choir
members are working especially
hard to get last-minute essays and
assignments out of the way in
order to spend the latter half of
"Dead Week" on tour in eastern
Ontario.
Touring with a large choir is no
easy job. Even for those who are
not assigned specific respon-
sibilities, such as taking care of
gowns, music, or first-aid kit,
there is still a very full schedule to
follow which keeps everyone on the
run. However, in spite of the
problems of getting everyone and
everything there and back in one
piece, most of those who are "old
hands" at this agree that it's all
worth it: many new friends are
made while on tour, and lasting
memories are brought back. For
instance; what do former Choir
members talk about when they get
together again?—Choir tours of
course!
While the fun and hard work of
taking- music on tour is shared
among the Choir members only,
the "Home Concert", which often
takes place even before bags are
unpacked, is meant" to be shared
with everyone in the University
community and in tjie K-W area.
This year's repertoire is exciting
and interesting and is sure to
please all. The. pieces to be
presented in concert cover a wide
variety of musical themes and
styles, religious and secular; from
show-music to stimulating new
Canadian works; fcom the serious"
and contemplative to light and
exuberant renditions of folk tunes
from Canada and abroad.
If you have never gone to the
annual "Home Concert" before,
why not attend this year and be
part of the audience for whom the
University Choir always gives its
very best? There are many friends
of the Choir who have come every
year, and a growing number of
alumni who wouldn't miss hearing
the wonder choir" for anything
The annual "HomeConcert" will
be held on Sunday, Feb. 24, at 7:30
p.m., in St. John's Lutheran
Church, Waterloo.
Is Godot really at U of W?
The Humanities Theatre" at
University of Waterloo is the scene
this week of a Faculty production
of Samuel Beckett's Waiting for
Godot. This is theplay that stands
out as one of the first and best
examples of Theatre of theabsurd.
Many people have tried to in-
terpret this play and many have
failed. Some have said that Godot
is God and that the play means
that we live in a godless world.
However Becl*ett himself has
denied all interpretations and
prefers to let the play stand on it's
own. In any case if you have any
interest in the world of theatre and
especially the absurdists I would
recommend that you go and see
this play. The play goes on from
Tues. the 12 of Feb. to Sat. the 16th.
Also please continue to support
the Picture show. I am really
convinced that they are really
providing a fine service to this
area.
David Mobdle
Starlight Concert
needs help
Starlight Concert is a classics
show on Radio Laurier hosted by
Klaus Raab from 9-12 on Sunday
Evenings. Our total repertoire for
this show is no more than 20
albums. This is not enough to
produce a show of some quality in
this field. Klaus is seeking your
help. If you have any classical
records at home or on campus,
which you have grown tired of, or
just don't play anymore, they
would be greatly appreciated in
our record library. He will gladly
accept your donations of these.
They would also immortalize your
name by being dedicated to you. If
you wish to leave any with us with
your name on them or you can also
remain anonymous, you may do so
and drop them off at the station.
The problem is that management
has no funds for buying classical
material. Klaus would be very
grateful for your donations.
Klaus Raab also wishes publicly
to express his thanks to Mr.
George Wilson of Toronto's CFRB
radio stattion for donating ten
classical records so far to Radio
Laurier. Mr. Wilson hosts the
Starlight Serenade Show for
CFRB. He (Mr. Wilson) has
agreed to help Klaus further, but
since Radio Laurier is a student
functioned operation, the help of
our students for this program is
desired. Radio Laurier is your
voice-to the community. Help it to
serve the community better.
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6 openings
We have six openings to market
essential teachingaids in ournational
teacherdivision.
Y^-s.+* *.•«_*- ~mm. ¥*■ ----- _-»-.-- _-*__—.4- Studentsearn an averageofover fourrOf OUllltllCr I!Vn\plOyn\Cl\t thousanddollarsin twelve weeks.
V If you areambitious and want a
"better" summer job, contact your
placement office fpran interview
appointment.
A - ' r -i4_3_& FOR INTERVIEWS ON 1 FEB. 27 & 28 |
Crolier of Canada CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER
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Doyouwantto
make something of it?
CONCORD GRAPE soda. Stir gently until very cold.
r'Tfft^
j STORES j
t\ SAVE V2PRICE "| SON PURCHASE OF HOSTESS 69' CHIPS; |WITH ANY M.OO PURCHASEWITH THIS COUPON
I 2 LOCATIONS \
I WEBER AT UNIVERSITY KING & WEBER ■
885-0970 885-1140
TO BE
Submissions to To Be must be handed in no later
than 10am Tuesday of the week of insertion. They
may be placed in the To Be .slot in the Board of
Publications office.
Thursday 14 HOCKEY—Western at WLU.
IVCF Supper meeting—Base- Monday 18
ment SeminaryLounge. s:3opm. JAZZ CLUB
_Topic: "Trends in
IVCF Community meeting & popular jazz by Al Collins. 8 pm."
Executive Hot Seat. 6:30 pm. Kit. Pub. Lib.
"Are Women Oppressed"—Jo FEMINIST THEATRE —
Anne Gardner-Trinity United "Martha's Revelations"-
Church. 8 pm. , v Trinity United Church—B pm.
Friday 15
BAHAT Fireside—Humanities Tuesday 19
Bldg. Rm. 248 Uof W. HOCKEY—Jr A Rangers vs.
Saturday 16 London—B pm. Kit. Mem. Aud.
BASKETBALL(Men's) WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-
Western at WLU. Uof W at WLU.
EVOLUTION IS
SCIENTIFICALLY BANKRUPT
Evolutionists themselves show
that the alleged mechanisms and
evidences usually given for
. evolution in textbooks are false or
outdated, and that evolution
violates basic scientific laws.
This informative pamphlet has just
been released, designed especially -
for University students and
professors.
Send, for your free copy.
Write to:
"Evolution Re-examined
P.O. Box 34006
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4MI
EVERYONE'S BOOK IS NOW EVERYONE'S MOTION PICTURE
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P This is "the" 1937 warning to loose women.
P( US" from N«w Lin* Cinema.
The famous 1929 Marihuana Western "HIGH ON THE RANGE"
Starring Vakima CanuttV'World's Greatest Cowboy." "~*
MIDNIGHT SHOW SATURDAY,
ITTTTTTTy FEB 16TH
I" 111 IT SHOW STARTS 12:05 AM
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
Hot rocks
New style, new Mitchell
Everyone changed; you, me, the
guy down the street or upstairs. In
1965 Dylan went electric at
Newport and was roundly and
soundly booed. In 1974, Joni Mit-
chell went electric and has im-
proved. Mitchell has not done a
thing since For The Roses, in
which she was pretty much in the
same vein as Blue and her
previous albums: a soft acoustic
folkie style, emphasizing her
desire to "get back to nature and
the roots" like everyone else
wanted to do. How organic and
neat! Now we have a rejuvinated
Joni Mitchell who looks upon this
period with disdainand speaks of it
with sarcasm. In changing her
lifestyle she also changed musical
styles and has come up with a
fresh new approach that in-
corporates a back up band in her
sensitiveand moving songs. Many
artists have tried this and a lot,
like Neil Young have failed. Young
forgot what Mitchell remem-
bered... that electric doesn't mean
loud and showy, but maybe quiet
and reserved. Whereas the best
part of Young's dismal concert
was the acoustic set, the entire
evening of Joni Mitchell was a
uniquely invigorating concert.
Her back-up band, Tom Scott
and the L.A. Express added a
night-club feel to her music while
at the same time maintaining the
appeal that Mitchell has
cultivated. Scott, the lead
guitarisL is a most versatile
musician, moving freely between
guitar and woodwind instruments.
John Garnett provided competent
drumming and showed it off in a
brief drum solo. The only
drawback was the organist, who's
attacking of the organ was con-
trived and forced, there being no
room fora Keith Emerson in a Joni
Mitchell.
The fact that this was not the
Joni Mitchell of old was hard to
adjust to, but upon adjustment it
worked for the most part.
Jonj appeared not in the ex-
pected jeans, but rather, a flowing
pink and mauve gown. The
audience was stunned and sur-
prised. Where was the Joni Mit-
chell ofLadies of the Canyon? The
earthy Joni Mitchell of old was
gone, she explained in the intro to
"For the Roses", saying that she
had given up knitting and sewing
in a cabin. It seemed that she had
not really changed, but mellowed.
She is humble, and feels she is
overrated in Canada because she
is a Canadian.
"Big Yellow Taxis" worked the
best of the new material in the new
format. It seemed to lend itself to
the style, with its bouncy beat and
simple melody structure. This was
the one problem with the new
structure; often old songs didn't
lend themselves to it. "Wood-
stock" was a particular example.
Though not really a failure, it was
strange arid it was hard toadjust to
it after the slow, almost dirge-like
original that we are more ac-
customed to. New material was
better and it seemed to take on a
jazz feel.
She concentrated on the guitar
for most of the night, moving to the
piano only infrequently and
playing the dulcimer on only two
songs. At the end of the concert she
was more at ease with both the
band and the audience, entering
into banter with members of the
audience and at one point telling
one poor waif who kept informing
everyone that he liked Melanie,
that there was one in every crowd.
She was more aware of the
audience and her stage presence
was far warmer towards the end of
the evening.
It was the first concert in the
Athletic Complex, and hopefully
conditions will be improved for the
next one. Many of the seats had
obstructed views because of the
speaker towers and the sound got
pretty bad towards theback. Some
said that the only time they saw
Mitchell was when she walked on
and off the stage. The Complex is
not as well suited to a concert as
the T.A., but it's use will be ex-
pected if we are to have any big-
money groups here as the revenue
from a full-house in the T.A. will
not pay for them.
It was an extremely well paced
and organized concert, starting at
8:35 and finishing at 11:30. The
sound system was only fair, and
when she played the dulcimer, she
really didn't have to, for all we
could hear it. But, what can you
expectfrom a basically quiet artist
in a tin barn?
It was good to see the change in
Joni Mitchell, refreshing and
pleasing could best describe it.
When she becomes more com-
fortable with it, it will be as good
as her original form. From every
indication it certainly will be a
success. Hopefully, however, ifshe
should return, we will be able to
find a better place for her to play.
Kathy Ryndak & Fred Youngs
photo by Rooke
Joni Mitchell left her oldstyle in her return to the stage.
Another Michna Pontification
Paper Chase: a shady success for Bridges
The inexorable road to
scholastic achievement rarely
provides picnic areas to ponder
and reflect the direction of the
-road, its origins and ultimate
conclusion. Nor unfortunately, do
the casualties become anything
more than victims to be glanced at
and passed by.
Paper Chase, adapted and
directed by James Bridges, cannot
really do justice to the novel
written by John Jay Osborn Jr.
Osborn's work depicted a
maniacal year at Harvard Law
School as a device (rather than an
edifice) to provide insights into the
Hustling gogetting character of
American life. His novel, by
spanning a semester at the school
of Babbitry, furnishes the mind
with a perplexing view of the
prevalent currents in American
life. It is a thankless, if not hapless
task to try to capture a way of life
in a filmed essay. The weight and
material is too unwieldy to put into
an effective and impactual movie.
Bridges traces the journey from
enrolment to completion of the
first year at Harvard Law School
of a resourceful student, Hart
(Timothy Bottoms). The
limitations of the movie become
even more evident as the movie
focusses just on Hart's success in
one phase of his year, namely,
Contractual Law.
Hart finds himself literally
confronted by an arrogant
professor named Kingsfield.
Kingsfield (portrayed brilliantly
by Stratford Connecticut. theatre
founder John Hauseman) is a man
driven by an onerous sense of
scholastic contempt. Vivesecting
whatever fledgling self-assurance
there is in his students, Kingsfield
is at once drillsergeant and secret
police interrogator. He is the type
of man who would force you to sign
a confession of crimes you didn't
commit, only to alleviate his op-
pressing demeanour.
T'he classroom scenes are
handled with subtle intelligence,
knowledgeably, systematically,
seizing the inherent tension of an
inherently anxious atmosphere.
The students feel the pressure of
having to succeed; he also feels
Kingsfield's debilitating om-
nipotence. It is as though
Kingsfield's rendered judgements
bear sufficient import to deter-
mine salvation or damnation. As it
is, when one considers the im-
portance attached to success,
Kingsfield is that powerful.
Kingsfield is God.
The question that arises is
whether Hart shall actually
overcome. Meanwhile, Hart has
fallen for Kingsfield's daughter
(Lindsey Wagner). She in turn
exemplifies the first stage of what
then becomes elementary: Hart's
success. Noting Hart's conflict
between academic achievement
and spiritual stability, Susan says
that Hart is the type who will make
it. He is a hustler, an overachiever,
a person who can function within
the framework of American
idealism.
From this fundamental point
arises the dissatisfying aspect of
the movie. At one point, Hart notes
that no one is really smarter than
anyone else. Yet some succeed
while others do not. How can one
define the lust for marks,
numerals on pieces of newsprint
substantiating, or at least
representing achievement and
success? Does the document ac-
tually realize or prove success?
How and why does the American
ethic incorporate and indeed
condone this masturbatory way of
life? The answers to these
questions, the movie cannot
provide.
One never learns where Hart has
learned the competitive way of
life. One does not even begin to
gain any useful insights into the
ambition that drives him. Even
though the cruelty and oppression
is prevalent, we still wonder why.
Nearly every student stereotype
is observed in the movie. The
attempted suicide of a friend is but
another example of the resultant
frustration and sense of failure.
The hysterical, last minute
cramming breaks down even the
toughest and mightiest students.
Delirium runs rampant and kid-
neys play games. All for that
nebulously valued paper.
But the final scene is probably
the most infuriating. Hart gets his
marks, doesn't open the envelope
and throws it into the sea, we know
he gets his 93 percent. We know he
has matched Kingsfield. Yet he
throws his results away without
seeing them.
Hart has become the American
success archetype. Despite real
suffering around him, Hart has
grimfacedly endured and sur-
vived. Everything has pointed
towards his epitomization of the
American model. Every character
trait, nuance of expression and
personal habit invariably ear-
marked him as the shining Golden
Boy. However, in a supposed
bravado display of independence
he disposed of the evidence. Why
didn'the do it when it really meant
something? It took no courage to
discard something that merely
reiterated a fait accompli. In
reality, Hart succumbed. He ac-
tually admired his caustic mentor.
Not as a person, but as a
professional. Hart proved nothing
more than a link in a perpetual
chain of dispiritng bondage. Hart
was moulded into Kingsfield Jr.
Who is to blame? Well, if Hart
can be considered a success for
earning his diploma, then Bridges
has failed. Enough possibilities
aren't explored in order to
properly distribute the guilt and
responsibility of the system. If
Hart has failed the system but
succeeded in asserting himself,
Bridges has neglected to show
how. Whichever way one views it,
Bridges has failed his system as a
filmmaker of social perception.
Success had many parents, but
failure is an orphan.
by Stan Michna
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Please send me a copy of your
16-page photo essay describing
the life of the Christian Brothers.
Christian
Brothers "ZSS ;
(Dc La Salle Brothers)
A life of
prayer and service
in community. Mail to:
Brother George Morgan, F.S.C.
5 Avonwick Gate
Don Mills, Ontario M3A 2M5
The Sports Shop
By Les Francey
"Sound the Alarm! Send for
the guards! Man the gates!"
You may very soon hear these
words from the people who are
in charge of Canadian in-
tercollegiate athletics. Just like
dear old Bunny Ahearne, these
people have an aversion to
professionalism and (knock
wood) professionalism has
finally snuck into the hallowed
halls of intercollegiate sports.
At half-time of last Saturday's
basketball game against the
Warriors, it was announced that
Mother's would donate large
pizzas to the players of the
winning team. If this gets out of
hand, it could be the forerunner
of big-time professional sport
on Canadian campuses.
Would it really be so bad
though? If everything was wide
open and each university could
offer as much as possible and
the players did not have to be a
student of the school and there
was no limit on eligibility,
university sports could be a
multi-million dollar business
bringing in more revenue to
increase educational facilities
at the university. Then the
government would not have to
give grants to universities.
Universities, for the first time
in centuries could be self-
sufficient with funds and
facilities to offer the best
education for those who want it.
We can dream.
It's time for this reporter to
eat some humble pie (as the
expression goes). Just before
Christmas, naive as I was about
the finer points of basketball, I
reported that Mike Mosser did
not impress me as a basketball
player. In other words I felt that
he wasn't as good as everyone
said he was. He's good. He was
one of the biggest factors in the
Warriors victory over the
Hawks last Saturday. It is
doubtful if he ever missed a
rebound for which he tried.
With the exception of one time,
when he was out of position and
Dean justbarely beat him to the
ball, Moser took in rebound
after rebound both on offense
and defense. He shot both inside
and outside and kept his check
in control during the game. So
Moser is a good basketball
player and was the dominant
factor in the Warrior's victory
Saturday night.
He still is not the neat drib-
bler and play maker that Dean
is though. Nor does he seem to
have the basketball sense that
Dean has. Even though Moser
scored half his teams points,
outscoring Dean by a long shot,
it was apparent thatDean is the
better of the two players. Dean
is the man who consistently
takes the team out of trouble in
his own end and sets up the
shots on the offense. He is the
player the team goes to when
they need someone to depend on
and he invariably comes
through with the big play or
basket. Dean can dribble the
ball better than any player I
have seen this season, although
his shooting is not as good as
last years, he can still hit
consistently both outside the
key and when he is driving. He
knows where to go and what to
do. Moser seems to lack in these
departments.
Perhaps, the skinny Moser
was so hungry that he really
needed that pizza that Mother's
was donating. It's possible that
the Warrior coach starved his
players before the game. What
strategy.
It was disappointing Sunday
night to watch our hockey team
go down to defeat at the hands
of the Warriors. It was the
second time in two nights that
the huge university down the
street took WLU tothe cleaners.
It was probably the most ex-
citing game the Hawks have
played in two seasons, but it
was frustrating to see the guys
go out and try so hard and still
come out on the short end. A
feeling of pure hate came over
the Hawks fans as they sat
there and watched those
plumbers beat our team. Can't
wait until football season.
Formula for
basketball
playoffs set
The Administrative Council of
the OUAA decided in its January
16, 1974 meetings on the formula
that will be used to determine the
OUAA's entries in the CIAU
Basketball Championship.
The two entries from the OUAA
will be the two finalist teams in the
OUAA Championship. Each
section in the OUAA holds its own
playoffs. The first-place team in its
section (Series A) will meet the
fourth place team while the second
place team in each section meets
the third place team in its section
(Series B). These Sectional
Playoffs will take place on
Tuesday, February 19.
The winners of these two series
in each section will meet in a four
team, single elimination tour-
nament on february 22 and 23. This
OUAA Championship Tournament
will be held at the winner of Series
A in the Eastern Section
In the OUAA Championship
Tournament, the winner of Series
A in theWest will meet the winner
of Series B from the East, while
the winner of Series A from the
East will play the winner of Series
B from the West.
The two teams that meet in the
final of the OUAA Championship
Tournament, will automatically
advance into the CIAU Cham-
pionship Tournament.
Another team, one from the host
area will be selected by the
committee organizing the 1974
CIAU Championship. That
Championship will be held at the
University of Waterloo on
February 28, March 1 and 2. The
organizing committee will select a
team from the Waterloo Area to
complete the eight-team field.
Other participants in the CIAU
Championship will come from the
AIAA, the QUAA, GPAC, CWUAA
and a wild card. The wild card
team will be selected by the Ad-
ministrative Committee of the
CIAU. This Committee is com-
posed of a representative from
each of the intercollegiate
associations in Canada. The wild
card entry may not be selected
from Ontario.
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& SON LTD
GENERAL
INSURANCE
SINCE 1925
13KING ST N
WATERLOO
744-5274
WINTER
SCENE
The undisturbed snow
slopes down to the river that
winds crystal clear through
the trees. You're at peace in
this winter scene, in harmony
with the natural world around
you.
You're the kind of girl who
wants the simplest yet most
dependable kind of sanitary
protection—Tampax tampons.
They're worn internally, so
you don't worry about rwjgw
discomfort or unpleas- fflfflS
ant odor. You never 121291
feel them when they're lil'l'l'l'lil
in place, yet you're secure
tSmW H? :
Knowing how they expand
softlyto fit your inner contours.
Tampax tampons help make
opssible the most active, vital
lifestyle. Yet in your quiet
moments, you appreciate how
their gentle,reliable protection
helps simplify the natural
process of menstruation.
The Internal protection more women trust
\M DEVELOPED By A DOCTOR
NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN
MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..
BARRIE. ONTARIO
Inyourown way.
Inyour own time.
On yourown terms.
You'll take to the
taste ofPlayerkFilter.
P_=Jlaxgi__J, I IBM. 1
Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
Hockey
Hawks fall to favourites
by Rick Campbell
Last Sunday night's hockey
game was billed as a classic
rematch between the David's of
Laurier and the Goliath's of
Waterloo. Unfortunately, WLU
was stripped of its offensive sling-
shot upon entering the rink and
was slewn thusly by its mightier
foe by the margin of 11-3.They also
bit off more than they could chew
last Thursday night in the form of
the Western Mustangs, who skated
back to London with a 6-2 victory.
Although two straight defeats is
nothing to write home about, it
must be pointed out that aside
from U of T, Western and Waterloo
are the two most powerful teams in
the OUAA.
In the Western game, Laurier
fell behind 3-0 before Kenny
Hishon ended the first period by
banging in a rebound off a Chris
Baldwin shot from the point. The
London team counted the only goal
of the middle period after Phil Mc-
Coleman stopped the initial shot.
Then Terry Uniac shortened the
margin to 5-2 early, in the third,
showing a lot of hustle in getting to
the puck and poking it by the
surprised Western goalie.
However the Mustangs came back
with two more tallies later in the
period to dissolve any comeback
aspirations the Hawks had.
Sunday night's game, despite the
lop-sided score, provided very fast
moving and entertaining hockey.
Hawks had numerous chances to
score early in the game with the
score locked at goose-eggs but just
couldn't put the finishing touches
on their plays. Then Waterloo
came back with a barrage of shots
that left McColeman wondering
whether the expression wasn't
"sitting hawk" instead of "sitting
duck". He managed to turn back 25
of the 28 first period attempts, but
it is hard to bounce back from a 3-0
deficit, especially in the pill-box
the Warriors use as an excuse for
an arena. With the plumbers size,
and their play fashioned to the
confines of the rink, there was just
no way Hawks .could get un-
tracked. By the end of the second,
the difference was 6-1, our goal
being scored by Billy McMichael
on a beautiful individual effort,
sweeping around the defense and
poking the puck through a
seemingly non-existent hole
between Jake Dupuis, and the
post. The closest WLU got was in
the third period when goals by
Terry Lithgow and Kirn Bauer
narrowed the score to 7-3. At that
juncture, Laurier took control of
the game until theWarriors turned
the tide with two quickies at the
eleven minute mark. Any goals
after that were purely incidental
as our last valiant effort had fallen
short.
Naturally there is a chink in the
armour somewhere when 17 red
lights are lit against a team in two
games. But it is extremely difficult
to criticize a team when all its
members are giving 110percent at
all times. Justby sitting behind the
bench at the Waterloo game, one
could realize the intense desire
that our hockey team has to win,
and more important, to play well
in front of their fans. What they
ran into last week end was a
wealth of experience in both the
Warriors and the Mustangs, and
this experience showed up on the
scoreboard. As the season winds
up, it should be rewarding for our
players and fans to see how the
team has improved over the
relatively short time it lias been
together, knowing that the ex-
perience teams like Waterloo has
this year will be ours next year and
the year after. This report is by no
means a eulogy however, as with
wins over Windsor,in a home-and-
home series. WLU should still end
up grabbing a play-off berth.
Good-to-see-even-in-defeat
department
...Alex Elson couldn't stop
skating-even if he wanted t0...
perseverence of penalty-killer
Paul Stratton against Waterloo...
Phil McColeman still has 20-20
vision... smile on Terry Lithgow's
face after goal against the
plumbers... Chris Baldwin
knocking superstar Cam Crosby
ass-over-teakettle... heaters
turned on in Waterloo Arena...
Cam Crosby taking detour next
time Chris Baldwin came into
view... the refill in this pen is
finally running out of in...
McMichael races in on the left wing and takes his shot on Dupuis. Dupuis was not very busy all night and he
handled this shot easily. P hoto by Aubrey
Dumart justfinished firing a shot at Warrior goalie Jake Dupuis, but it
looks as if a stick got in his way with a little Hooking. photo by Aubrey
U of W
takes title
A strong University of Waterloo
team swept the first place doubles
and most of the singles to take an
overall lead in the Western sec-
tional finals hosted here last
Friday. The Waterloo team ended
up with 31 points; Western
followed, with 29; Guelph, 16;
McMaster, 14. Unfortunately our
team did not fare as well as ex-
pected, and ended up in last place
with no wins. Hopefully their
experience this year will
strengthen next year's team.
Guelph basketball team was
behind at one point early in the
game to the host WLU team
Saturday morning, but Guelph
went on to take the game 52-29.
Also on Saturday, the varsity
volleyball team was up against
Waterloo and Windsor. Despite
hopes that they would end their
season with a few wins, they
returned from Windsor defeated.
Basketball
Hawks explode
against Mac
by Keith Thornton
and Bob Evans
The basketball Hawks are alive
and kicking as they demonstrated
last Wednesday night by
demolishing the McMaster
Marauder's 93-69. The game was by
far the most solid example of team
play displayed by the Hawks all
season. It took WLU several
minutes to get untracked but once
they did, they played like a
powerhouse team as they
frustrated the Maraudersat every
turn. Rookie Paul South led the
Hawks in the first twenty minutes
netting 14points-as the Hawks took
a commanding 43-28 lead at the
half. The second half provided
some of the finest basketball of the
season on the part of the Hawks.
Leading the way was centre Dave
Lockhart, easily the game's
outstanding player who picked up
25 points in addition to controlling
the boards effectively. Rick
Thompson continued his fine play
getting 23 points, many of a
spectacular nature. South finished
the game with 18 points. The
basketball Hawks have hardly
been consistent during the season
but on this night they showed how
good a team they coutd be if they
want to be.
Hawks lose to U of W
The poorest offensive per-
formance of the season was the
reason for the basketball Hawks
70-55 defeat at the hands of the
University of Waterloo Saturday
night. In the early moments of the
first half, the Hawks tried some
delaying tactics as they used
various passing and running
patterns without trying a shot.
However, this only enabled the
Warriors to steal the ball several
times to build a 6-0 lead before the
Hawks began shooting. The zone
defense used by' the Warriors
forced the Hawks to shoot from
outside, something the Hawks do
not do well and consequently
forced a lot of missed shots. It was
not until the later stages of the first
half that the Hawks began to close
the gap by hitting for eight straight
points and as a result, the half
ended 33-26 in favour of the
Warriors. Once again, the big man
for the Warriors, Mike Moser, led
them to victory as he scored 31
points. Rick Thompson with 18
points and Rod with 15points, were
the best Hawks on the court.
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City Hotel in Waterloo
Across from Waterloo Square
The House ofHospitality
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY & WEEKENDS
Dining & Dancing Nightly
742-0673 742-0742
I
Budget
Rent a Car
FREE PICK-UP AND RETURN
We Feature General Motors Cars
500 KING ST. EAST 578-5900 KITCHENER
FREE DELIVERY
j ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE
Pizza <Bona
709 BELMONT AYE. WEST KITCHENER, ONT. ;
| TEL. 745-6886 I
| FOR ECONOMY, QUANTITY AND j
| QUALITY, TRY THE AUTHENTIC j
| ITALIANPIZZA . j
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